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Abstract

A simple model shows that both price premiums and standardized block premiums (SBPs) are

biased measures of private benefits because they do not account for the transfer of control

effectively taking place with the block. This depends not only on the fractional size of the block,

but on the whole distribution of shareholdings. We propose an alternative methodology to measure

private benefits which makes it possible to weight the size of traded blocks on the basis of their

strategic power. We apply our method to a sample of Italian block transactions and show that the

traditional method underestimates control rents. The sensitivity of private benefits to net worth,

leverage, and nonvoting shares is also examined. Finally, we show how to forecast the price of out-

of-sample blocks of shares on the basis of information on company capital and ownership

structure.
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1. Introduction

The price of a voting share belonging to a negotiated block is usually higher than the

price of a share traded on the floor. This block premium has been usually attributed by the

corporate governance literature to the existence of private benefits from control. The latter

consist in unobservable consumption and investment opportunities deriving from discre-

tionary power to allocate company resources. Private benefits from control are often
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assumed to accrue only to one controlling shareholder (or one manager) as long as he/she

has a significant share of the votes. For this reason, since the seminal work of Barclay and

Holderness (1989, BH thereafter), the average block premium in transactions exceeding a

given fraction of voting equity (5% in BH) has been considered as a measure of private

benefits from control.

In this paper, we show that this traditional measure leads to underestimate private

benefits unless the traded block transfers full control of the company. The underlying

intuition is very simple. A 5% block confers large control power—and therefore, a large

share of private benefits—in a firm with a large number of smaller shareholders. However,

it confers negligible power—and therefore, a trivial share of private benefits—when

another investor holds 51% of the votes. Thus, private benefits are well approximated by

the block premium in the first case, but are seriously underestimated in the second case. To

overcome this shortcoming, we propose an alternative methodology which builds on the

idea of Zwiebel (1995) that private benefits are divisible and that they are allocated to

each member of the controlling coalition according to his/her strategic power. Our

approach makes it possible to weight the size of traded blocks on the basis of their

strategic power, that is of the probability for each block to be pivotal in a voting contest

for achieving control of the company.

While it holds on theoretical ground, it might be argued that our claim has little

practical relevance. For this reason, we apply our methodology to a sample of block

transactions which occurred in Italy between 1987 and 1992 and we compare our

estimates of private benefits with block premiums. Our estimates show that average

(median) private benefits are equal to 27% (19%) of the value of voting equity while the

average (median) block premium equals 16.1% (2.1%) on blocks larger than 10%. These

empirical findings clearly show that the traditional method is likely to severely underes-

timate control rents.

The Italian case is interesting for two additional reasons. Firstly, the Italian governance

structure resembles that of many continental European and developing countries (Becht &

Roell, 1999; La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, & Shleifer, 1999), in which large block-holders

either manage the firm directly or tightly monitor delegated managers.1 Secondly, average

private benefits in Italy were estimated to be far larger than in the United States and it was

suggested that this is due to the dilution of minority property rights in Italy (Zingales,

1994, 1995b). Our estimates confirm that private benefits in Italy are large. Yet our insight

suggests that private benefits in the United States might be seriously underestimated in the

literature due to the lower concentration of ownership.

The relevance of private benefits is related not only to their price impact but also to

their welfare effects. Insights on this issue can be gained by assuming that they are a

1 Block shareholding is a common feature of corporate governance in the United States as well, and large

blocks of shares also tend to be passed on in negotiated transactions rather than fragmented (Shleifer & Vishny,

1986; Barclay & Holderness, 1989, 1991). However, there is a lower concentration of ownership. Moreover,

many block trades involve institutional investors—who usually refrain from influencing managerial choices—and

are much smaller. Keim and Madhavan (1996) and the literature pioneered by Scholes (1972) focus on the

information and liquidity impact on stock prices of these block transactions and overlook their negligible relations

with corporate control.
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